It Passes Like a Thought


Date/Time
Date(s) - March 3, 2018 - May 26, 2018
12:00 pm - 6:00 pm

Location
Beall Center For Art + Technology (HTTPS://WWW.OCWEEKLY.COM/LOCATIONS/BEALL-CENTER-FOR-ART-TECHNOLOGY-2/)

Birds might not resonate so deeply in your day to day thoughts, but for numerous bird watchers, musicologists and researchers out there, they’re a deep inspiration. Seven artists explore the ways birds fascinate us through various forms of media, from mimicking birdsong through feedback loops to replicating bird wings mechanically to study their flight movements to studying the ways humans preserve and catalog birds. In any case, prepare to rethink your perception of these winged animals and how our own technological footprints impact and risk their existence.

Buy Ticket (HTTPS://BEALLCENTER.UCI.EDU/)

Categories
- Arts (HTTPS://WWW.OCWEEKLY.COM/EVENTS/CATEGORIES/ARTS/)
- Education (HTTPS://WWW.OCWEEKLY.COM/EVENTS/CATEGORIES/EDUCATION/)
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CONCERTS

67 Summer of Love Classic Rock Show (HTTPS://WWW.OCWEEKLY.COM/EVENTS/67-SUMMER-OF-LOVE-CLASSIC-ROCK-SHOW/) May 25, 2018 at 9:00 PM - 11:30 PM, Anaheim


Pink (HTTPS://WWW.OCWEEKLY.COM/EVENTS/PINK/) May 25, 2018 at 8:00 PM, Anaheim

Anhein Brewery Birthday Bash (HTTPS://WWW.OCWEEKLY.COM/EVENTS/ANHEIM-BREWERY-BIRTHDAY-BASH/) May 26, 2018 at 7:00 PM - 10:00 PM, Anaheim

The Duke Collins Third Annual Benefit for Bridging The Gap to Recovery (HTTPS://WWW.OCWEEKLY.COM/EVENTS/THEDUKECOLLINS-FUNDRAISER-AY2018/) May 26, 2018 at 12:00 AM, Fullerton

Jazz Fest with Barbara Morrison and Band (HTTPS://WWW.OCWEEKLY.COM/EVENTS/JAZZ-FEST-BARBARA-MORRISON-AND-BAND/) May 31, 2018 at 6:00 PM - 9:00 PM, Newport Beach

A Tribute to Vienna (HTTPS://WWW.OCWEEKLY.COM/EVENTS/ATRIBUTE-TO-VIENNA/) June 2, 2018 at 6:30 PM - 9:00 PM, Newport Beach

GOT THAT SWING! plays Laguna Beach Brewery & Grill (HTTPS://WWW.OCWEEKLY.COM/EVENTS/GOT-THE-SWING-PLAYS-LAGUNA-BEACH-BREWERY-GRILL/) June 1, 2018 - June 2, 2018 at 9:00 PM - 12:00 AM, Laguna Beach

Music and Stories from the Stage (HTTPS://WWW.OCWEEKLY.COM/EVENTS/MUSIC-AND-STORIES-FROM-THE-STAGE/) June 3, 2018 at 3:00 PM - 4:30 PM, Lake Forest

North Meets South - A Choral Concert Celebrating the Music of North and South America (HTTPS://WWW.OCWEEKLY.COM/EVENTS/NORTH-MEETS-SOUTH-A-CHALORAL-CONCERT-Celebrating-the-music-of-north-and-southamerica/) June 3, 2018 at 4:00 PM - 6:00 PM, Anaheim

More Concerts (HTTPS://WWW.OCWEEKLY.COM/EVENTS/CATEGORIES/CONCERTS/)
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